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discount retail logistics = mass affordability:

the new social

what sorts of civic expressions might be developed in the new social?

not only the user interface, but the entire user experience is
now dictated by design, and design is now on everyone’s radar. design is the single highest-leverage investment you can
make―a well-designed product is usually cheaper to make
and service than what you’re doing now, and it sells better.
seth godin
free prize inside! the next big marketing idea

what if Wal-Mart became the community-directed discount retailer?

What
does
communitydirected development mean?
Ensure that property development decisions contribute toward a sense of place.
Development should contribute toward the creation of “context-sensitive” street design in community (see ecotone development section).
Develop property responsive to regional conditions and local needs.
Design creative solutions for ordinary systems related to parking, drainage, traffic circulation, and
advertising, to become community assets.

The Challenge. How
does community-directed development occur in
places without models
of urbanism and where
logistics has substituted
an urbanism of its own?
The Pay-off.
Good relations between communities and retailers.
Communities know how to demand best development.
Stores managed to maximize the retail experience.
Improved bottom-line to discount retail industry.

Largest employer in 21 states
Largest private employer in the United States
Largest retailer in Canada and Mexico
Unilaterally stemmed inflation in Mexico and improved Britain’s cost of living

Wal-Mart is
an
urbanism all
its own

Has more than 21,000 domestic suppliers
Responsible for 12% of U.S. economy’s productivity gains in second half of 1990s
Sells more clothing than any other retailer
World’s largest grocer
138 million shoppers, eight out of ten American households, visit each week
Has more than 1.2 million domestic employees
Will require 800,000 more in the U.S. through 2008
Operates more than 3,600 domestic stores
Opens an average of one store per day
Largest single revenue generator for Hollywood in the world
Sales on one day in 2002―$1.42 billion―were larger than GDPs of 36 countries
Only 17 countries have a larger GDP than annual revenues
Plans to grow this year by the equivalent of one Microsoft
70% of its merchandise is rung up at the register before the company has paid for it
U.S. Mint chose Wal-Mart, not banks, to introduce its Sacagawea gold dollar in 2000
54% of general warehouse club business is affluent shoppers
To prevent supercenters, entire state of Vermont placed on 2004 list of endangered
historic places
World’s largest fleet of trucks
World’s largest computer system, surpassing the Pentagon’s
Predicted to command 50% of domestic market for household staples by 2010
Has 656 million square feet, or 23.5 square miles, of retail space―2.6 Manhattans
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(Shopping)…is not a marginal activity, as it has been so often
viewed by economists, nor is it a function that should be left
solely in the hands of private entrepreneurs, as the types and
locations of stores, the economic system of retailing itself, and
the social and civic functions of shopping have profound effects on our lives and in our communities.
Ann Satterthwaite
Going Shopping: Consumer Choices and Community Consequences
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the primary significance
of this proposal does not
lie so much within the individual projects, but rather
in the model design methodology invented to address a logistics landscape.

introduction

Stephen Luoni UACDC Director
Steven L. Anderson Chair in Architecture and Urban Studies

Big box retail is an urbanism―or ecology―all
its own. The Big Box Studio’s goal is to develop
community-based design solutions that are ecologically, socially, and economically responsive to
this recent form of urbanism. Since big box urbanism is primarily a logistical expression of space,
planning processes based on master plans or signature-building proposals were avoided in favor
of processes that better anticipate the big box–
community interface. Employing analytic methods from the ecological sciences, a landscape
“transect” (i.e. cross-section) consisting of five
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ecotones was developed for a Wal-Mart property.
Ecotones describing edge effects between public
street, outer ring parking, inner ring parking, building frontage, store “decompression” zone, and
checkouts provided a vocabulary to engage nonurban development protocols. Based on research
into retail traditions and recombinant design of ordinary systems, the design challenge is to formulate community-oriented design solutions for big
box urbanism. The next step beyond this study
is to develop a Best Design Practices Manual: A
Pattern Language for Big Box Development.
Customers do not oppose big box development projects, communities do. Many
now enjoy access to goods otherwise not affordable, due to the discount retail
industry. Many also contest the subsequent transformations in their communities.
While these transformations reflect an organic and unavoidable industry restructuring, their development realities have not yet yielded agreeable models of community design. Architectural history is the story of emerging and unprecedented
building formations, as exemplified in the evolutions of the skyscraper, train station, bridge, and factory. All were originally viewed as objectionable development.
The task of design is to develop cultural capacity in emerging building types as
they become institutionalized in our landscapes. As the principal discount retailer,
Wal-Mart has an opportunity to provide leadership on community-directed development. With the cost of business growing due to community demands, proactive
design measures will have long-term payoffs, benefiting both private and public
interests.
The following work represents the first steps in finding a community-based pattern
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language for big box development. The challenge was to design the interface between community and big box retail while respecting the organizational algorithms
by which the discount retail industry has become a dominant economic force. Without having to confront the flow and display of merchandise―in itself a complex set
of relations between suppliers and retailer― 4th year architecture students were
asked to consider the context of the store. The site transect, ranging from public
street to store checkouts, constitutes a complex urbanism governed by land use
regulations, transportation and other public utility codes, vehicular requirements,
shopping patterns, and franchise protocols―a logistics landscape. The goal is to
develop civic expressions from within these ordinary systems, applying new design methodologies along with planning analogies from past community traditions.
The results add value to both public and private development interests.

introduction
The next step beyond this study is the construction of a Best Design Practices
Manual. The manual would coordinate development standards while streamlining
store development and management operations. Working both ways, the Manual
would equip communities with development participation tools to facilitate constructive exchanges with retailers. This substitutes a public relations model that
internalizes the public good through knowledge-based and value-additive development practices from one based on marketing. As retail economist, Seth Godin
states: “Advertising is dead. In an era of too much noise and too much clutter and
too much spam, you can’t make a good living by interrupting people over and
over.” Best Design Practices proposes a development culture that intrinsically benefits the retailer, and both the customer and community.
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if a place can be defined as relational, historical and
concerned with identity, then a space which cannot
be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned
with identity will be non-place…

design
instruments

but non-places are the real measure of our time; one that
could be quantified―with the aid of a few conversions between area, volume and distance―by totaling all the air, rail
and motorway routes, the mobile cabins called ‘means of
transport’ (aircraft, trains and road vehicles), the airports and
railway stations, hotel chains, leisure parks, large retail outlets,
and finally the complex skein of cable and wireless networks
that mobilize extraterrestrial space for the purposes of a
communication so peculiar that it often puts the individual in
contact only with another image of himself.
marc auge
non-places: introduction to an anthropology of supermodernity

creating new design instruments

with what tools do designers address the
“new social” in the logistics landscape,
where traditional models of urbanism will
not work?
ecotone development

community-building
elements

pages 33-66

pages 69-106

methodologies for engaging logistical expressions of space

analogies of social spaces to
catalyze the community and retail,
place and non-place, interface
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while architects may be accustomed to resolving spaces according to
aesthetic or geometric principles, some of the most common and powerful means of altering space might be best described as simply organizational expressions of spatial arrangements. the generic specifications for assembling offices, airports, highways, or other kinds of
franchises are explicitly calibrated according to protocols for timing and
interactivity, privileging not the formal, morphological attributes of building,
but rather a repertoire of operatives affected by time, patterns of connectivity, and changing protocols of multiple components. these generic formats
are processes and active organizations with powerful spatial consequences.
keller easterling
organization space: landscapes, houses, and highways in america

design instrument 1
ecotone development

Ecotone development is a design instrument for engaging logistical expressions
of space in the absence of historical
identity and established cultural forms.
Ecotone is a term used in the ecological sciences indicating the transitional zone
between two landscapes that contain the characteristics of each. Land with water
is the most productive ecotone given the rich exchange between aquatic and terrestrial life. This edge effect creates life unique to the ecotone and is a source of
rapid evolution. Other important ecotones, like grassland with forest, and meadow
with desert are characterized by less interaction and stronger zone definition.
Communities can be described through urban ecotones, with their range of land
uses and varying degrees of connectivity. Even seemingly generic contexts are
defined by a complex web of zones, regulations, and use procedures―an urban
ecology. Ecotone development is a design instrument for engaging these logistical
expressions of space in the absence of historical identity and established cultural
forms.
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courtyard bar

porch

courtyard
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convenience vs. general retail
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canopy infrastructure 1
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image gardens
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loss leader product wall

sponge
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commercial courts
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checkout atrium
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allied stores court

courtyard checkout wall

5 ecotones, 8 students = 40 ecotone proposals = 1 matrix

garden center entrance
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ecotone matrix as a community participation tool
canopy infrastructure 1

5

(8)

40 ecotones without allowing the migration
of
concepts
across
ecotone
categories=
32,768
logical
combinations.
At the rate of a new store each day, this matrix
provides unique, customizable, community-asset Wal-Mart designs for the next 89.7 years.

courtyard bar

or...

allied stores court

design
instrument 1
promenade

atrium

canopy infrastructure 1

liner atrium

40!
5! (35!)

open air market/cafés
parking bazaar

combine...

sponge

courtyard bar

porch

courtyard

loops

courtyard and arcade

pocket parks and groves

logistics porch

strip park

canopy infrastructure 2

multi-way boulevard

ecotone 1

40 ecotones allowing categorical cross-breeding= 658,008 cross breeds. At the rate
of a new store each day, this matrix provides unique, customizable, community-asset Wal-Mart designs for the next 1,802 years.
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?

ecotone 2

building frontage/
decompression zone

loss leader product wall

parking archipelagos

shared street

allied stores court

courtyard checkout wall

5 ecotones, 8 students = 40 ecotone proposals = 1 matrix

garden center entrance
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sponge

design instrument 2
community-building elements

loops

Reconstituting these place-bound elements within the non-place of “logistics
landscapes” proposes recombinations
of work, culture, leisure, and commerce
not found in either place-bound or nonplace contexts.

promenade

atrium

porch

courtyard

Traditional community-building elements such as a porch, arcade, or courtyard offer design possibilities that challenge the generic protocols of franchising. Providing useful design analogs, community-building elements are recognizable types
laden with history, identity, and the social relations marking place. Reconstituting
these place-bound elements within the non-place of “logistics landscapes” proposes recombinations of work, culture, leisure, and commerce not found in either
place-bound or non-place contexts. Here, retail experiences may once again become central in community life.

conservatory
and arcade

courtyard bar
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promenade

design
instrument 2

courtyard bar
porch
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atrium
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ec otone development

ecotone 1
public street/
outer parking ring
streets and their edge conditions are the
single largest classification of public space
shaping communities.
great streets are determined by the quality of private development lining their edges. street vitality is related to its ability to accommodate multiple civic functions
(e.g. boulevards). how might big box development participate in the creation of
“context-sensitive” street design? context-sensitive streets will:
enhance sociability
accommodate multiple transit modes
ensure pedestrian and bicyclist safety
add to integrity of their neighborhoods
contribute to a high quality environment

see creating livable streets: street design guidelines for 2040:
http://www.metro-region.org/article.cfm?ArticleID=261
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loading docks and auto center
front the high speed arterial

ecotone 1
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pocket parks and groves

logistics porch

tenant atriums

commercial courts
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ecotone 1
canopy infrastructure 2

strip park
recombinant street standards combining vehicular circulation, cycling, pedestrian, landscape
systems, and stormwater management. see developing a highway ecology: http://www.uark.edu/
depts/uacdc/morrilton.html

canopy infrastructure 1
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multi-way boulevard
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…few merchants understand how much of the customer experience
starts in the parking lot (our bold)…the best parking lot i’ve seen is a new
wal-mart store in falmouth, massachusetts. there the paint treatment is designed to remind drivers, that the pedestrian right of way isn’t just in some
narrow band that has no relationship to how people get from their cars to the
door, but encompasses every piece of pavement within two hundred yards
of each entrance.
paco underhill
they paved paradise and put in a parking lot

ecotone 2
outer parking ring/
inner parking ring
the outer 40% of the typical parking lot
is used only 2% of the year for two to
three weekends of holiday shopping
events.
since conventional development practices specify 1,500 square feet of automobile
parking for every 1,000 square feet of retail space, lots are over-capacitized. what
if this outer parking ring were to be cross-programmed with other community functions without interfering with its’ parking obligations? also, are there more amenable planning arrangements for parking cars that might create quality community
open space?
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ecotone 2
parking necklace

parking archipelagos
lights

incentivized outer ring parking

parking
grove

stormwater
low impact development (lid)
micro-scaled
stormwater
management. see: http://
www.lid-stormwater.net/

paint

stormwater garden rooms
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trafﬁc/pedestrian tapestry
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ecotone 2

44

parking bazaar

hydroscape

image gardens

parking arboretum
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there’s also the matter of how we find our cars when its time to leave. how
many of us pay only half attention to the landmarks of the lot? research has
shown that people landmark the lot based on age and gender. men like numbers and letters. women like colors. kids prefer symbols―animals or fruit.

ecotone 3
inner parking ring/
building frontage

paco underhill
call of the mall

the parking lot constitutes 60% of big
box development and is one of the biggest missed opportunities in the retail
experience.
parking is a complex ecology and organizes pedestrian and vehicle traffic, messaging opportunities, landscape systems, and storm water gardens. safety is a
concern as the building frontage drive is rife with conflict between pedestrians and
motorists. how might parking be recombined with other landscape-utility systems
and building frontage to create a community asset?

see parking lot design: impervious surface reduction:
http://www.metrocouncil.org/environmentWatershed/BMP/CH3_RPPImpParking.pdf
see multifunctional landscaping: putting your parking lot design requirements to work for water
quality: http://www.urbanext.uiuc.edu/lcr/LGIEN2002-0017.html
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ecotone 3
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courtyard bar

porch

atrium

sponge
49

S t re e t
loops

proposed shared street as a garden street accommodating both pedestrians and motorists. for shared
street concept see: http://www.architectureweek.com/2004/0616/building-2-2.html

S h a re d

ecotone 3

courtyard

PA S S -TH RU SS HT AR RE EE DT PA S S -TH RU

promenade
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shared street
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advertising is dead. in an era of too much noise and too much clutter and too
many channels and too much spam, you can’t make a good living by interrupting people over and over.
seth godin
free prize inside! the next big marketing idea

ecotone 4
building frontage/
store decompression zone
architecture matters! the building envelope is the single most important
basis of public relations with the entire community, and of marketing to
the customer.
the current big box formula is a real estate, rather than a retail, phenomenon.
great retail traditions combined a sense of place with marketing. liberated from
having to represent the merchandise inside, the big box store’s envelope may be
more responsive to the social and physical properties of its surrounding context.
since the store’s architecture and property development (not advertising) is the
fundamental marketing medium, how might big box store design enhance the retail
experience?
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ecotone 4
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pass-thru perimeter shopping

open air market/cafés

garden atrium

retail zipper
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ecotone 4
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convenience vs. general retail

market clusters

loss leader product wall

absorbed landmarks
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nothing too close to the door really registers. if there’s a display of merchandise, you’ll barely notice it. some stores have the bad habit of stacking shopping baskets just past the doorway. people zoom right past them.

ecotone 5
store decompression zone/
checkouts

paco underhill
call of the mall

since contemporary shopping has become an entirely interiorized activity,
little retail activity occurs between the
store entrance and retail floor
the decompression zone is the transition between outside and inside where the
shopper is acclimated to the store and is disinclined to make decisions. in order
to enhance retail opportunities in this zone, how might the store be pushed to the
outside beyond the entrance?

for more information on the ‘decompression zone’,
see: http://www.uark.edu/depts/uacdc/Shopping-small.pdf
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ecotone 5
courtyard checkout wall

allied stores court
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checkout atrium

garden center entrance
65

community-building elements

8 student theses
on big box urbanism

the studio challenge was to design
the interface between community and
big box retail while respecting the organizational algorithms by which the
discount retail industry has become a
dominant economic force. without having to confront the flow and display of merchandise―in itself a complex set of relations between suppliers and retailer―students were asked to consider the context of the
store. the site transect, ranging from public street to store checkouts, constitutes a
complex urbanism governed by land use regulations, transportation and public utility codes, vehicular requirements, shopping patterns, and franchise protocols―a
logistics landscape. the goal is to develop civic expressions from within these ordinary systems, applying new design methodologies along with planning analogies
from past community traditions. the results should add value to both public and
private development interests.
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porch
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porch

back porch (logistics)
parking interior to the site. big box development responsive to open space and road conservation
zoning. see: http://www.plannersweb.com/articles/are015.html, ‘open space’ zoning: what it is and
why it works

front porch (public)
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always design a thing by considering it
in a larger context—a chair in a room,
a room in a house, a house in an environment, an environment in a city plan.
eliel saarinen

porch

big box development responsive to New Urbanist principles. see the Congress for the New Urbanism: http://www.cnu.org/cnu_reports/Charter.pdf
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porch
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courtyard
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courtyards serve as a spatial framework for innovative store management at the local level. event spaces could sponsor book and cd signings, little league sign-ups, blood drives, christmas tree sales, etc.
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courtyard
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sponge
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building frontage as sponge facilitates even greater throughput with plug-in franchises, restaurants, and banks.
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atrium
allied stores

core form

atrium as combined garden center and entrance proposes new retail synergies and planning combinations. it provides both relief and order.
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atrium

community photo wall
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loops
consumer profile shopping loops offer different retail experiences within the same setting and facilitate
greater cross-merchandising. lifestyle narratives generate a new retail and community landscape.
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loops
“convenience loop” connects to surrounding neighborhoods and locates in-and-out parking on the side
of the store. convenience shopping is a major component of wal-mart’s current and future retail strategy.

RETAIL

CONVENIENCE LOOP

LOOP

CROSS-MERCHANDISING LOOP

CROSS-MERCHANDISING

LOOP CONVENIENCE

RETAIL
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LOOP

LOOP
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loops
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loops
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ecotone 3: inner parking ring/building frontage

promenade

what if

the big box was more monumental?

ecotone 2: outer parking ring/inner parking ring

ecotone 1: public street/outer parking ring
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promenade
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conservatory
and arcade

parking rooms and arcades present a continuous pedestrian site matrix

for new retail activity.
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courtyard bar
courtyard bar is an infrastructure capable of creating a neighborhood, retail
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district, or other urban conditions. from a single bar, to a multi-bar powercenter, it generates context.
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courtyard bar
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store development and operations: WHAT’S NEXT?
WAL-MART
REAL ESTATE
feasibility

STORE
MANAGER
entrepreneur

CIVIL ENGINEER/
ARCHITECT
building and site

WAL-MART STORE
CIVIL
ENGINEER
site work

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

WAL-MART
DESIGN
design
manager

development
& operations

Best Design Practices Manual: A Pattern
Language for Big Box
Development

regu

lato

ry

WAL-MART
CONSTRUCTION
construction
manager

ARCHITECT
building

W A L - M A R T
STORE

STORE
EMPLOYEES
operations
WAL-MART
SPACE PLANNING
merchandising

proposed matrix of development

existing chain of development
STORE
MANAGER
entrepreneur

WAL-MART

STORE
EMPLOYEES
operations

while everyone agrees that wal-mart has merchandising, distribution, supply chain
logistics, and communications figured out, it is community relations that may now
exert the greatest burden on the bottom line. given its management capacity,
wal-mart could easily set the standards for community-directed development.
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Coordinates development and design standards within Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc.
Provides a development structure for consulting architects and engineers to ensure quality decision-making and improved engagement with
the community.
Supplements training material for store managers to be more entrepreneurial in combining merchandising, retail, and community interests.
Equips communities with design participation tools and educates them
on community-based design solutions.
Presents a knowledge-based public relations model beyond advertising.
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course
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